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Getting together – at last!

T

he stage was set on 8th August when
a Community Social Afternoon was
arranged at St Leonards Village
Hall. This was by no means on the scale
of the annual St Leonards fete, which
was cancelled for the second consecutive
year, but it was certainly a welcome
village get-together after a long absence
of celebration while Covid restrictions
prevailed.
Emboldened by this successful event,
the August Bank Holiday Churches Fete
went ahead with all guns blazing. Most
of the usual attractions were there and
gross takings even exceeded 2019, when
the weather was sweltering. The following
week, the Hort Soc Annual Show resumed
with the familiar variety of entries: cutflowers, fruit and veg, arts & crafts, cookery,
photography and children’s classes. See our
reports inside this issue…
Triple champions!
Congratulations to our cricket club. Not only
did the Saturday seniors win their league,
but the Under 13s and Under 15s followed
suit. Great credit must go to club chairman
Simon Lister, whose encouragement and
enthusiasm has kept the club buzzing
this season. The cricket pitch has been in
excellent condition and the club is grateful
to Bucks Council and our Parish Council
for their help in securing funding for
equipment to enable our groundsman,
Kevin Stenson, to keep it that way.

Front cover…
Welcoming nature’s
bounty…
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Coming to a barn near you! Echor music
reaches the Hilltops

Improved communication
Thanks to the efforts of Chris Brown,
Bill Ingram and the Parish Council,
plus our supportive community, Fibre
Broadband connection has been secured
for the Hilltop Villages. Openreach has
committed to undertake the work to put
the infrastructure in place by August 2022.
More detail inside this issue…
Also in this issue
• Rita Evens, Rita Timberlake and Ron How
remembered
• Nigel Blomfield reflects on an unusual
farming year
• Echor’s first musical concert arranged
Plus, our regular features…
Chris Brown, examines the vital role of
fungi. What to do with aubergines? Our
Curvaceous Cook has a tasty answer
…and full reports from our churches,
school, pubs, councils, clubs and societies.
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THE PARISH COUNCIL
Boundary Commission reviews
Two boundary reviews are currently
underway. Firstly, the Boundary Commission
for England (BCE) has recently undertaken
a review of all parliamentary constituencies
and is required to make a formal final
report before 1 July 2023, following two
further rounds of public consultation.
All constituencies should have an
electorate between 69,724 and 77,062. This
is a fairly narrow range and has resulted in
a number of proposed changes to existing
constituency boundaries.
The changes proposed for
Buckinghamshire are quite significant and
Cholesbury-cum-St Leonards Parish would
become part of a new Princes Risborough
constituency rather than remaining as
part of Chesham and Amersham. The
new constituency would be largely rural,
stretching from Hawridge, Bellingdon
and Chartridge in the south-east to the
Oxfordshire border in the north-west with
Princes Risborough being the main centre

of population. Due to the rural nature of
the constituency and the requirements
around the size of the electorate,
by implication it covers a fairly large
geographic area.
The Parish Council has responded to
this review, setting out views on the pros
and cons of being part of this proposed
rural constituency. Further updates will be
published in due course.
The second review, by the Local
Government Boundary Commission,
aims to find out what residents and local
organisations in Buckinghamshire think
would be the ideal number of councillors
to serve on the council. An 8-week
consultation is running from Tuesday 7th
September to Tuesday 2nd November.
The commission will then seek further
local input that will help decide the wards
for the council area. Currently there is a
transitional arrangement following the
dissolving of district and county councils,
with 147 councillors: 3 per ward. The
commission is looking to reduce this
number which would take effect from the
elections in 2025.
The Parish Council will be responding
but individuals can also submit a view by
going online to www.lgbce.org.uk by the
2nd November.

Allotments
The Parish Council manages the allotments
at Buckland Common. From time-to-time
vacant plots become available. If you would
like more details on renting an allotment
space, please get in contact with me. The
annual rent of £25 is now due from existing
tenancy.
Virtual meetings
The parish council will continue to hold
meetings by video conference for the
foreseeable future, starting at 6pm. Below
are the scheduled dates for the next
meetings. If you would like to attend a
meeting, please contact the clerk and a link
to join will be sent to you.

Your Parish Councillors are:
Chris Brown (Chairman) -758890
Bill Ingram (Vice-Chairman) -758258
Nigel Blomfield - 758314
Philip Matthews - 758205
Graham Kersting - 758319
Buckinghamshire Councillors:
Patricia Birchley - 07714 704017
Jane MacBean - 07812 177794
Mohammad Fayyaz – 0777 202 7829
Buckinghamshire Council:
Contact number: 0300 131 6000

• Monday 25 October 2021
• Monday 29 November 2021
If you need advice or assistance, Parish
Councillors and myself are available to be
contacted as usual.
Hayley Farrelly, Parish Clerk, 07704-909324
Email: parishclerk.ccslpc@gmail.com

Vacancies on the Parish Council
Are you interested in giving something back
to your community? Could you volunteer
some time, energy and expertise, to find
practical solutions and get things done
for your community? Parish councillors
represent residents’ views and press for
improvements to Buckinghamshire Council’s
services, such as roads, planning decisions
and enforcement, refuse collection and
protection of our environment. Meetings
are also held with police, health and fire
services and voluntary organisations. If you
are interested, please contact the Parish
Clerk or come along to the Parish Council
meeting.
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THE COUNTY COUNCIL
It was great to see
so many familiar
faces at the Fete
on Bank Holiday
Monday, which
supports our local
churches, and the
Horticultural Show,
which continues to
judge outstanding
produce and encourages much local
talent. A new face this year was Revd Chris
Haywood, who threw himself into the
competition and scooped a photography
prize at the show. Well done Chris! There
are so many talented people in our midst
and this is a great opportunity to glimpse
their work.

M

any congratulations to the
Cricket Club who have had an
outstanding summer. Thank you,
Simon, for all your efforts in supporting
the younger players and for keeping us all
informed about your success. Our county
has the highest percentage of people
playing sport in England and we are really
fortunate in having so many sports on our
doorstep. Many Olympic gold medallists
were Bucks residents! Our farmers have
also been working flat out to bring in the
harvest after a tricky summer. Bucks &
Surrey Trading Standards are hosting a
number of Business Against Scams seminars
online in the autumn directly relating to
the farming industry.

to hold the construction companies to
account. We are the council’s eyes and ears
on the ground, particularly as this Division
is so affected with the North tunnel portal,
two vent shafts, and disruption to A413 - all
in the Chilterns AONB. The first HS2/East
West Rail Marshal, Mark Rann, started work
in late July and is building relationships
with local communities.
The Chesham & Villages Community Board
talked about economic development in
the Chilterns at its last meeting on 20 July.
The Parish Councils drew up a list of rural
businesses that support local jobs, which
was impressive. In early September the
Highways Action Group met to discuss
applications for funding schemes next year.
The Community Board has money available
now for community work and you would
be welcome to ask for details for projects
you may wish to explore. Caroline.Green@
buckinghamshire.gov.uk is the Co-ordinator
and the point of contact.
Please let me know if I can raise your
concerns with officers at County Hall. These
have recently included school transport,
children with special educational needs,
gully clearance, bus timetables, a school
crossing and social care advice!
Cllr Patricia Birchley
Chiltern Ridges Division, Buckinghamshire
Council
Patricia.Birchley@buckinghamshire.gov.uk
07714 704017

Regrettably, HS2 is really making an impact
on our landscape and in Warwickshire they
have now cut a swathe across the county.
As your local councillors, Jane MacBean
and I have been involved in many meetings
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HAWRIDGE AND CHOLESBURY C OF E SCHOOL

T

he new school year began in
controversy in Buckland Common.
Just days before the start of term,
a new bus route was announced that
asked parents and children to walk up
pavement-less Cholesbury Lane instead of
waiting in the benign and leafy surrounds
of the Parrotts Lane post box. The brave
but begrudging band succeeded in their
quest and arrived outside Chiltern Motors
without incident. “Is this how it’s going to
be?” we pondered. “A perfectly safe place
substituted for the mean streets?” Damn
the bureaucrats! Down with red tape!
How dare they tamper with our inviolable
right for nothing to change! No - you’ll be
relieved to hear – this is not how it’s going
to be. The new bus driver of the new bus
was directed to the old bus-stop and all is
now well. I know that story is anticlimactic,
but hey - the children have only been
back a few days. But there is much to look
forward to…
Rocksteady band sessions are back.
When I was at school being in a band was
a rite of passage, a rebellion against the
structures and strictures of education. We’d
wear our ties short or even tie them round
our foreheads. We’d undo our top buttons.
Put our hands in our pockets – well, the
singer would. Bit difficult for the guitarists
and drummer to play without hands. Now
schools are encouraging bands. I mean,
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how are these poor kids meant to rebel?
Do their homework? Eat with their mouths
closed? Comb their hair into neat side
partings?
On Tuesdays, pupils can join First Touch
Football. My daughter did a couple of
days with this Amersham club during
the summer holidays. She always came
back with a smile on her face. She also
hoodwinked an ice cream from the retro
van cunningly parked just off the field in a
place impossible for parents to avoid. When
I first heard First Touch Football, I thought
it was a game of football during which
you can’t dribble or control the ball. But it
is actually the name of the club and they
are excellent at giving children a workout
whilst sneaking in some coaching.
Last up, is the inaugural Ride with
Confidence school cycle event. This includes
a 10km ride around the local area. Children
and parents can take part either on their
own or as part of a guided tour, which will
see several local bike-enthusiast dads in hiviz trying to keep everyone safe. We have
some beautiful scenery around here and all
that stands between some enjoying it from
the saddle is road confidence. Hopefully the
event helps with this, raises a good wedge
for the school and allows everyone who
attends a great day out, including food,
drink and music on the school premises and
bike services from new bike shop - and café
- on the block, Chiltern Velo. Full report
next time.
Rob Scott
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annuals for a good display next summer.
Hedges will need a final trim before
winter, also conifers. Dahlias need to
be lifted once flowered and stored in a
cool, dry place. Over the last few warmer
years, I have successfully left some of my
favourites in the ground. It is best to mulch
them well and I cover mine with chopped
up Christmas tree to give extra winter
protection. Once the soil warms up and
new shoots appear, check for slugs.
It is not too late to plant bulbs, especially
tulips. Pot up prepared hyacinths and keep
in a cool dark place. Once they show signs
of buds bring into the light for a Christmas
display.
With Covid restrictions we were unable
to do some events such as our annual coach
trip. However, we had three members’
gardens open for local charities this
summer. They were very convivial evenings,
despite inclement weather and members all
enjoyed getting together again. Between
us we raised £516.

A welcome return for the Annual Show

once again to hold the Annual Show at
the School. The fickle weather through the
main growing season has been a challenge,
especially for members growing their own
vegetables.

I

t was good to see such good exhibits
on the main Show tables, even if fewer
in number this year. Local craft people
exhibited a very talented collection of items
from exquisite needlework to an amazing
model plane. The Show ends with the prize
giving and we were amused that our new
member, the Rev. Chris Haywood, won the
photography prize. Chairman Brian walked
away with a handful of cups, despite his
concern about the state of his veggies this
year.
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Flowers for all occasions
01442 890184
07909 542149
annmalvern@sky.com
In July Diana Garner and the Committee
hosted a Members’ evening in her extensive
garden full of many different trees and
shrubs. Diana opens this interesting garden
for the NGS charity from March to July.
The Society finishes the year with the
AGM on 19 November. We hope to provide
a light supper and fun quiz but will wait to
see if we have to work to any Covid-related
restrictions.
Liz Firth

CHOLESBURY CUM ST LEONARDS HORT SOC
After much uncertainty we were pleased

Ann Buckley
Bespoke Floral Designs

The Committee would like to thank the
wonderful team of helpers this year. It is
a big effort to transform the School Hall
and classrooms into the Show and then get
everything back ready for School again.
October and November are busy months
for gardeners as there is much to do before
winter sets in. Once the summer vegetables
have been harvested and the ground
weeded you can sow green manures, which
germinate and cover the ground to be
forked in once Spring arrives.
If you have taken successful cuttings
they now need to be potted into 4” pots
in a gritty compost and grow on in a frost
free greenhouse, sunny porch or even
windowsills. Look around the garden for
biennial seedlings such as foxgloves and
calendulas and fill up spaces left by summer
Hilltop News
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on this regularly so that everyone will know
what to expect but, as always, get in touch
if you want to know more.

HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY COMMONS
PRESERVATION SOCIETY
AGM
Our AGM will be held in Cholesbury Village
Hall on 6th December at 7.30pm. At this
year’s AGM we will move a motion to
change future AGMs to the spring in the
hope that more people may be encouraged
to attend then rather than in the depths of
winter.
Commons maintenance
Ash dieback: Christine has again
employed John Morris (ex Chiltern
Woodlands) this year to report on the
health and management of the Commons
woodland. Many of you are already
aware of ash dieback which now seems
to be everywhere. The Commons are no
exception and for safety reasons many
trees, including some of our beautiful
veterans, may need to be felled over the
next few years. Where possible we may
need to avoid keeping smaller paths open
through some dense areas of ash woodland
which is not near rides or roadside. This will
allow us to keep standing ash for habitat
reasons as long as possible and to maximise
the chance of finding any ash which are
resistant to dieback. At the moment, new
felling licences are being obtained from
the Forestry Commission and work will
probably start this winter on the most
affected trees. We will be reporting back
10

Cutting the grassland: Once again James
Jolliffe has done a magnificent job cutting
back the grassland on the Commons. The
cutting had to be done early this year
since the growth was greater than usual.
However, care was taken to ensure that the
wildflowers and grasses had set seed. Fiona
Everingham (Local Wildlife Sites Surveyor)
commented favourably on the fact that a
number of local residents are now leaving
all or part of the Manorial Waste outside
their homes to nature, thus providing
an important corridor for wildlife and
pollinators. The Manorial Waste is the strip
of land to the south of the road from the
main Commons. This is one of the reasons
why Fiona is keen that all of the Commons
should now be designated as a County
Wildlife Site.
Wildflowers
Sarah Higgins has spent time with a plantidentifying app outside Overburnts and
on the Crescent opposite the Village Hall.
Plants that she has found so far include:
Colonial Bentgrass, Meadow Pea, Lentil
Vetch, Curly Dock, Dove’s-Foot Crane’s-Bill
(geranium mole), Red Clover, White Clover,
Common Vetch, Redvein Dock, Creeping
Thistle, Timothy Grass, Yellow Goat’s Beard,
Perennial Ryegrass, Ribwort Plantain,
Meadow Buttercup, Bird’s foot trefoil,
Orchard Grass, False Oat Grass, Common
Velvet Grass, Autumn Hawkbit, Sorrel,
Grass-like Starwort, Knapweed, Yarrow,
Selfheal, Oxeye Daisy.
Earlier in the year, especially in the
hedgerow, we also had bluebells; foxgloves;
wild garlic and of course the fritillaries that
were planted. Next year we have more
snowdrops to look forward to. These areas
provide a much greater variety of species
than would be found in a manicured lawn.
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elsewhere in the magazine) was Chairman
of the Commons Preservation Society and it
was largely due to Ron’s efforts and the use
of his own equipment that the Society was
able to maintain the grasslands in which
the heather is now thriving and harebells
are still clinging on. Had they not managed
the grassland, Ron predicted that all of the
Commons would have reverted to scrub or
woodland by 2000. Fortunately, that has
not been the case. It is a pity Molly cannot
see the fruits of our labours over the
intervening years!
Fund-raising
At the fete, the Hort. Soc. show and other
subsequent sales we have sold 400 cards
in 10 days. As we deliberately keep our
Welcome refreshment for some of the HCCPS team prices low (£1.25 each or 5 for £5) we
don’t make a big profit on these and they
are sold at other venues for double the
As I write, the heather at the top of
price and more. We have recently had
Horseblock is just coming into full flower
eight new ones printed and have a large
and David Dennis recently photographed a
variety of different ones – visit our website
Small Copper, Holly Blue and a Small Heath
using the warm sunshine to take nectar
from the heather. He added ‘Tiny new
plants are slowly germinating where seed
has been sown over the last two years and
volunteer work clearing gorse is helping to
give them space to grow.’ This has been the
work of many volunteers over the years and
we are grateful to all who have helped to
make this project a success and to Sophie
Brown, our current DofE volunteer, and her
father Nick for their work on this project at
present.
Happily, our very rare harebells seem
to have recovered somewhat this year.
Recently Christine found a letter from Molly
Mountain (formerly of Post Office Cottages)
written in 1982 addressed to the then Lord
of the Manors, Elma Randall, in which
Molly was complaining of the work done
to cut the grassland and, in the process,
destroying the habitat for heather and
harebells both of which are rare in Bucks.
Harebells – a welcome sight on the Commons
At the time, Ron How (see his obituary
Hilltop News
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hawridgeandcholesburycommons.org to
see some of those available. They are good
for gifts or as thank you cards and as they
are blank they can be used for any occasion.
Contact lindsaygriffin@yahoo.co.uk if you
would like some.
We are also fortunate to have benefitted
from Janet Hopkinson’s initiative to help
dog walkers who meet horses on the
Commons. Janet organised another ‘Don’t
Frighten the Horses’ workshop on 4th
September to give local dog owners the
opportunity for their dogs to meet horses
in a safe and managed environment. With
the welcome help of locals Judy Bullock and
Kate Ballingall – who are often to be seen
on the Commons with either their dogs
or their horses – this was a great success
and much enjoyed by the 15 participants.
Following a short talk on the important
things to remember when meeting horses
whilst out with your dogs, Judy and Kate
rode their horses at various speeds around
the fields whilst Janet was on hand to assist
with any dog that was anxious or over
excited. We are also grateful to George
and Sarah Humphreys for kindly enabling
this event to take place on their land
and to all those who donated their time
and effort free of charge. The morning
raised £150 for HCCPS. Janet received the
following message from one of those who
participated…
‘Thank you so much for giving your time
and expertise so generously on Saturday
and thanks also to Judy and Kate who with
their wonderful horses were just brilliant.
The workshop was hugely beneficial to
us and I am so pleased that we could
attend. The exposure that Otto had to the
horses and also for us as dog owners was
incredibly useful, and the workshop was
interactive, informative and such a good
experience for us and Otto.
I’m pleased to hear that you raised so
much money for a really worthwhile cause.
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Harmony on the Commons

It’s a pleasure to enjoy the well cared for
commons and I’m looking forward to
walking there again on our way to classes.’
Moths and butterflies
A few weeks ago several of us got together
in Heidi Dore’s garden to celebrate the fact
that David Dennis and Peter Bygate had
reached their goal of 300 macro moths on
the Commons. Many of these had been
trapped in Heidi’s garden since hers is the
prime location for moths around here.
However, the number has now increased
to 305, which have all been verified by the
Bucks Recorder for Moths. The latest one
was a very rare Dark Crimson Underwing
often found by the south coast but which
is migrating north due to climate change.
Another local visitor has been the Painted
Lady butterfly. Although no-one has
reported seeing one on the Commons,
David had one in his garden at Braziers End
and also saw one at St John’s Vets practice
and so it may well have been here too.
David wrote ‘The Painted Lady arrives in
the country every summer, sometimes in
vast numbers, at the end of its spectacular
migration from North Africa. Only recently
has it been discovered that the butterflies
make the return trip in the autumn flying
as high as a full kilometre.’

few of us gathered in Christine’s barn and
then in a field behind her house where
Lizzie Every had laid our 10 small mammal
traps late the night before. We were
excited to find three different species of
mice (wood mouse aka field mouse, yellow
neck mouse and house mouse) in the first
six traps and to learn more about these
little creatures from Lizzie. As part of her
DofE experience with us, Sophie learned
how to bait the traps with food and straw
to keep the trapped animals comfortable
overnight; not to leave them too long after
capture; the importance of shrew holes in
the traps to allow shrews to escape since
they need to eat every two hours; how to
release and identify any mammals caught;
and much more! We hope to have more
sessions before too long.
We are very fortunate to have so many
volunteers with so much expertise which
they are willing to share with us. Our
sincere thanks to them all.
Lindsay Griffin

Small mammal trapping
Early on Sunday morning 5th September a
Hilltop News
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LOCAL HISTORY
GROUP

He will provide an entertaining and lighthearted journey exploring the hidden world
of Tudor underwear.

CHOLESBURY-CUM-ST
LEONARDS W.I.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH

This season’s talks

On Friday 5th November at 7.30pm
West Wycombe Park and the Dashwoods –
Power, Politics and Scandal
This talk will feature this Greek revival
National Trust property in Buckinghamshire
along with the background and tales of
three Baronets - including the rakish 2nd
Bt who built the house and was founder of
many clubs - including the infamous HellFire Club.

onday 19 July was the muchlooked-forward to date when
restrictions were lifted and
accordingly we were able to meet outside
at our Parish Hall in St Leonards. It was very
pleasant to sit and chat on a nice evening
and to enjoy a drink and cakes as it was
also our 42nd birthday.

here are many types of
fraud, ranging from
passport application,
lottery scams, rental fraud,
door-to-door sales, driving licence
renewals and crypto-mining scams. Sites
offering covid tests can take payment but
not send out the test kits or provide results
and vaccine passport sites can also be fake.
Fake emails or telephone calls may be
received purporting to be from Amazon. It
is important to say “No” if someone asks
for your personal or financial information
– only criminals will try to rush or panic you
into giving these details.
It is also advised that home security
should be reviewed now that lockdown
restrictions have eased and things are
getting back to normal with a return to
office working, socialising away from home
and taking holidays. Crime rates reduced
in 2020, largely due to a drop in burglaries
as homes were not left empty, but it is
expected that they will return to previous
levels as time goes on.

programme begins on 1st
October. Again, at least
the first three meetings
will take place by video
conference…
On Friday 1st October at 7.30pm
Corsets and codpieces – a study of Tudor
underwear:
You have probably seen portraits of
Elizabethan men and women and
marvelled at the elaborate outfits they
are wearing. But what is actually going
on under all of that silk, satin and velvet?
One’s undergarments are an essential
element in achieving the desired overall
effect. Speaker Dr Nic Fulcher is fascinated
by the ways in which particular fashions
alter the natural shape of the body.
Based in Stratford, he provides advice to
Shakespearian actors and theatre directors.

Speaker Peter Hague is a volunteer guide at
West Wycombe Park.
Looking further ahead …
On Friday 3rd December at 7.30pm
Mediaeval stonemasons
Speaker James Wright is an academic
historian at Nottingham University and
freelance archaeological consultant. Further
details will be provided in the next edition
of Hilltop News.
The subscription for Membership of the
Local History Group for 2021-22 will be £10
for which you can attend all eight meetings
from October to May 2022, receive the
annual Newsletter and invites to LHG
outings.
To attend any one of these meetings, for
further information on the entrance fee
and instructions please contact Richard Leat
on 01494 758784 or email: leatrj@yahoo.
co.uk
Chris Brown
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For our August meeting we were invited
to enjoy the garden of our member, Liz
Firth. It could have been a warmer evening
but we were again able to have a drink
outside and take a walk around the very
colourful garden before moving indoors. It
was lovely too that Madeline Finlay joined
us after such a long time of not having
the opportunity of coming to meetings.
Liz will have shared her garden and plant
knowledge again in September with her
demonstration ‘A Jug of Flowers for the
Kitchen Table’.
Moving on to October, this is the month
for our Annual Meeting when we review
the past year and there is no speaker.
Following in November is a talk from Terri
Baker, who lives locally. Terri wanted to
do something special with a legacy and
decided to join a Round-the-World Sail on
the Atlantic leg. Feedback from another
WI says that Terri’s story is well worth
listening to. Please join us now that we are
back in St Leonards Parish Hall on Monday
15 November at 8pm. Visitors are always
welcomed!
Carol Henry can provide more WI
information on 01494 758435.

Hilltop News
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Shirley Blomfield (758314)
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY
CRICKET CLUB
What a season. Our cricket is all but over for another year but
we will depart 2021 with very fond memories. Our Saturday side
were crowned champions of the Mid Bucks League Division Two
and have been promoted. This is a truly wonderful happening for
the club, who last won a league title in 2014. The 2021 side have
played some great cricket; we had 18 matches and lost just twice.

T

here were some outstanding
individual performances, but the
really heartening thing throughout
the season was the way we played as a
team. I’ve been playing league cricket for
four decades now and I can say without
hesitation this was my favorite season of
them all - not just for the results, but for
the people I played alongside. We had a
superb atmosphere in the dressing room,
there was much laughter but also hard
work on and off the pitch. I’m especially
pleased for our captain, Nick Lincoln, who
has proved himself to be such a credit to
the club. Long may he continue to lead us
and bring us further success.
The club’s successes weren’t confined to
the seniors, however. Our under-13 side and
our under-15 side both won their respective
divisions. The club is absolutely thrilled
for our Colts section, because it goes
without saying that these boys and girls
are the future of our cricket club. So, we’re
delighted for them, their parents and their
coaches for all the industry they showed
every Thursday night on the common and
in preparation for the midweek evening
and weekend games which extended
throughout the nearby villages. We
sincerely hope that many of our young
people will return next season, knowing
that they can have a great time playing
cricket at Hawridge & Cholesbury - but also
16

Most of the successful Saturday side gather for an end-of-season snap. Back row l to r: Keven
Stenson (Groundsman), Sam Hames, Harri Doyle, Annes Khan, Amir Akram, Ferdie Maintzer, Shabaz
Taj, Greg Johnson. Front row l to r: Alexis Shead, Wajid Fayyaz, Adris Ahmed, Nick Lincoln, Simon
Lister, Ian Hames

The Under 13s celebrate winning their League

knowing that they have a chance of ending
the year with winners’ medals.
I keep telling anyone who will listen
that everything good that comes out of
our cricket club begins in the middle, on
the playing surface. We are, in the final
analysis, a sporting institution and our
commitment to excellence begins on the
field. One of the things that has made
such a difference this season is the surface
we play on. It is inconceivable that we
would have achieved the successes we
have had without the contribution of our
Hilltop News

groundsman, Kevin Stenson. Kev, who
like us all is a volunteer, worked tirelessly
throughout the season to provide all the
teams with a great wicket. Anyone who
knows anything about the curation of a
cricket strip, knows that it is not an exact
science and there are many slips twixt cup
and lip.
The club has benefitted hugely from
an extremely generous grant secured
for us by the Parish Council by a bid
to Buckinghamshire Council via the
Chesham and Villages Community
Board. We were able to buy a piece
of specialist equipment which transformed
the way Kev did his work. It is essentially
a petrol-driven scarifier which has
interchangeable cassettes which allow
you to scarify, brush, drain and prepare
the wicket to a very high standard. This
equipment completely changed the way
we approached the work on our square.
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Because of its brilliance, it has enabled Kev
and his team of helpers to do so much more
around the ground because the wicketpreparation work is now being done
so much more quickly. We are grateful
to Buckinghamshire Council for the funding
and are indebted to the Parish Council for
their help. Not only did they identify the
club as a source of funding, but they have
been incredibly supportive throughout
the whole process - and throughout the
season. There is no doubt in my mind that
their generosity has contributed to the
growth of the club and made us a more
attractive option for people to come to the
common, engage in sport and help to lead
a healthier lifestyle. I have written before
in these pages about how important it
is to us that our cricket club is entwined in
wider village life. The connection between
ourselves and the Parish Council regarding
this grant is a great example.
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I did tell the chef! – and it was so, so heartwarming to see a wonderful multi-generational
and multi-cultural gathering in the village…
it was really great to see such a mix of ages
all enjoying each other’s company. The
comradeship was palpable and I am so glad we
just snuck in in time for the prize-giving…what
wonderful role models these youngsters have
to guide them and look up to.”

Here’s to the 2022 season…
Simon Lister
Groundsman Kevin Stenson with his new piece
of kit

Cholesbury-cum-St Leonards Parish

And so, when the season ended, we had
a party and handed out some awards. The
bar prices were dropped to ludicrous levels,
there was a free barbecue and a halal grill.
Plenty of folk enjoyed themselves, including
people from around the villages. One of
them dropped me a line afterwards which
has now been read and treasured by many
of us at the club…

Council is pleased to announce it has been
advised that the jointly sponsored project
with Openreach to bring gigabit fibreto-the-premise (FTTP) to the villages of
Buckland Common, Cholesbury, Hawridge,
St Leonards, Asheridge and the adjacent
part of Herts has now been signed off by
Openreach.

“We thoroughly enjoyed the evening –
barbeque best I’ve ever tasted by the way….
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Success
for the
Cholesbury
fibre project

O

penreach have committed to
undertake the engineering work
to put the infrastructure in place to
deliver FTTP to our project area by August
2022 at the latest. As the project scope is
now defined, a total of 374 more properties
will be added to the local installed fibre
infrastructure.
The Parish Council is relieved that the
project is going ahead after Openreach
unilaterally amalgamated our project into
a larger scheme to incorporate Asheridge
and bits of Hertfordshire. This significantly
increased the burden of gaining sufficient
community support. The Parish Council
successfully persuaded Openreach to
proceed despite not achieving the full
amount of state funding they originally
aspired to.
This has been a challenging project for
the Parish Council over the past year. The
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reason that we are where we are is that
Openreach is fully aware that we have an
astonishingly supportive community in their
eyes when they compare it with others in
their experience. As a result, our project has
been approved at a Senior Management
level even though they did not achieve
all of their challenging funding goals
for state aid. We thank everybody in our
parish council area and beyond who have
participated so enthusiastically.
By early October, we hope that a
similar Community Fibre Partnership
project to serve the Lane End and Taylors
Lane premises will have been costed by
Openreach and a portal opened for those
residents to register their interest in
having access to an FTTP connection. We
also understand that some of the nearby
premises in Hertfordshire that are not
within the scope of our parish scheme will
be covered in another subsidised scheme in
the near future.
To read the story so far and see
further updates you can find these
on the Parish Council website www.
cholesburyparishcouncil.org.uk/communityfibre-partnership.
We will update you as and when we
have further news.
If you have any questions, please contact
us by email to cholesburyparishfibre@gmx.
com.
Bill Ingram and Chris Brown
Fibre Broadband Project Team
Cholesbury-cum-St Leonards Parish Council
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Bank Holiday Fete back
with a vengeance!
“To Fete or not to Fete” - that was the
question when the nation had only
recently been released from Covid
restrictions and many were still wearing
masks. The Fete is mainly outdoors and
the Cricket Club had set a fine example
by opening their season. We decided to
go ahead and a confident announcement
went out on Grapevine. It received a warm
welcome, including from Sarah and Mark
Pipe who had moved to Hawridge during
Lockdown and now offered to run a stall.

T

he teas are so popular that we
provided extra seating outside where
the music could be enjoyed. The teas
offered various exotic delicacies such as
blackberry and apple cake and almond
and strawberry cake. Thank you to all cake
bakers and Dave Hawkes for his milk. Ellie
Redding’s scones sold out and this was
an example of the common theme of the
afternoon, when stalls sold all their stock.
We also introduced electronic payment
thanks to Tim Hoare’s suggestion and Peter
Green found it was chosen by about a
quarter of the teas guests leading to total
teas takings of £1,024.
Elizabeth Tomlin’s fine variety of
cakes were all sold half-way through the
afternoon; Sue Williams’ excellent Pimms,
generously laced with fruit, was consumed
by 3pm. Angela Lincoln had plenty of ice
cream but even this was all sold just before
the end of the Fete with takings of £316.
Sarah and Mark’s coconuts were successfully
dislodged by 4 pm and maybe the sweets
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kindly given to unsuccessful children
encouraged a second turn.
The barbeque was a busy stall with a
queue all afternoon. Rev. Chris Haywood
volunteered for this crucial stall and ran it
with Chris and Julia Young. This was a big
operation involving two charcoal and a
gas unit and they sold out of hamburgers.
Takings were £620 and that really is a lot of
sausages and hamburgers.
We did not invite Ellesbrough Band and
a Fete without music would be a serious
break from tradition, but during August a
new and exciting opportunity arose. Last
month’s Hilltop News had introduced Echor
as an orchestra for the Chilterns and two
Hawridge residents, Eva Thorarinsdottir and
Nick Bootiman, are driving forces behind
Echor. Roger Hyslop is advising Echor on
Communications and proposed that a
Quartet from Echor play at the Fete. There
was wonderful clarity as the Quartet played
classical music including Mozart and later
included a Nordic folk tune. The Fete was
the first public performance by part of the
Orchestra and their full debut concert is on
Saturday 23 October.
No Fete is complete without Sue
Fletcher’s magnificent bric-a-brac stall.
The comprehensive stock was elegantly
displayed at different heights to appeal to
all. Most important is a team of dedicated
sales staff with chat and charm and
they were able to generate sales of an
extraordinary £696. Linda Rogers ran the
Books which evidently benefitted from
second-hand books accumulated over two
years and produced £344.
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Joan and Margaret Walton have made
huge contributions to the Fete for a long
time. They were the Fete organisers for
many years and of late ran the gifts stall.
In 2019, Jakki Harriman assisted them and
learnt the business. This year Joan and
Margaret unfortunately had to stand down
and Jakki took on the stall, raising £154.
The Tombola saw Ros Thornton stand in for
Carole Bird who also passed on advice and
stock to allow Ros to raise £146.
The Grand Draw stood out with its
elegantly displayed packages of prizes
and also vouchers for meals at local pubs,
MOT, cash and a magnum of Champagne
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and attracted ticket sales of £973. Rebecca
Walton advertised well and had a good
stock of assorted bottles that raised £206.
Laughter came from Dog Temptation
and Linda Stacey had extended the arena so
dogs had more temptation. Some dogs with
superb obedience completed the course in
2.5 secs!
It was a great day after hard work by
many volunteers on Sunday and Monday.
Thank you to gazebo erectors and stall
holders who gave of time and money. The
crowd was bigger than for many years.
There was much conversation and guests
seemed happy to stay for a long time.
This was the Hilltops community enjoying
themselves and making others welcome.
The gross takings were £5,804.

Rita Evens

R

ita was born near Tenbury Wells,
Worcestershire, on the 23 February
1927 to Arthur and Grace Meeks
and into a farming family. Later they had
a son Arthur who was always known by
the family as ‘Boy’. After completing her
schooling Rita worked as a shorthand typist
in a munitions factory, later becoming her
boss’s secretary.
She met Ron Evens at a Saturday evening
dance in Tenbury Wells in 1943 and they
were married in 1946. In 1951 they began
their family when their daughter Susan was
born and two years later came their son
Mark.
From 1958 to 1960, Ron was seconded to
the Colonial Office to work in the Solomon
Islands. Rita remembered this as a very
happy time in a beautiful climate where the
only downside was the mosquitos. There, as
well as looking after her growing children,
Rita ran a Girl Guide troupe.
Back in England, at Amersham, she
continued her interest in the Girl Guide
movement and ran a Brownie troupe, still
being known as ‘Brown Owl’ by her charges
in later years. She was also a keen member
of the local badminton club where she
made several life-long friends. Rita was well
known around the Hilltop Villages where

John Farmer

Social gathering at
St Leonards

W

ith the annual St Leonards
fete cancelled for the second
successive year, because of
Covid, a Community Social Afternoon was
arranged instead on 8th August. Free and
open to all, a good number of visitors were
welcomed with a barbeque, beer & Pimms,
ice cream and the famous teas provided by
the WI in the village hall. The atmosphere
was enhanced with music by the Jolly
Jazzers.
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she lived with Ron after they moved from
Amersham to Tankards Dene, Hawridge in
1974 and later to St Leonards in 2001.
During her time living there she was very
actively engaged in many local activities:
in particular, thirty years serving on the
committee of the Horticultural Society. Rita
was also part of a lace-making group at
Northchurch, which she also attended for
over thirty years, and a keen member of the
Local History Group.
She was an excellent cook and gardener
and was renowned for her generous
helpings and extensive knowledge of
flowers. Possessed of a lively mind, after
she became less physically capable, she
continued to read extensively, enjoying
historical and biographical books and she
loved doing incredibly complicated jigsaws.
As well as Ron, Mark and Sue, Rita leaves
behind her seven grandchildren and two
great grandchildren.
Having become quite frail, Rita had
spent three weeks at Stoke Mandeville
Hospital and it is there that she died on the
8 July at the age of 94.
Rita was a woman of strength who held
strong opinions and views. She was very
intelligent, thoughtful and generous. She
will be missed by her family, but they are
grateful that she is now at peace.
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From Revd. Chris Haywood…

Since coming into post our Churches have emerged
from lockdown and resumed regular worship. We’ve
started to conduct occasions such as Weddings,
Baptisms and Funerals in church once more as well.

W

hilst we’ve been cautious,
familiar elements of our worship
have been re-incorporated –
hymn singing most notably. It has been
a joy to engage in sung worship as part
of our services once more – although I’m
often reminded by my wife to turn my
microphone off when singing, as I’m what’s
known as an ‘enthusiastic singer’ - which
I understand is a euphemism for not very
good!
I have been pleased that congregations
are gaining confidence in the new
circumstances and creeping back;
appreciating the effort everyone puts in
to ensure Services run smoothly and safely.
I was especially pleased when someone
noted how I was shaping the services
(hymns, prayers, liturgy, etc) to the theme
of the service. I put a lot of effort into
preparing to lead worship as well as the
sermon, determining what God wants to
say to us and shaping the service into a
coherent theme accordingly.
Having resumed worship, we have
started to settle down into a new pattern
of services. Service times have changed
to 9am and 11am across the parishes. This
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enables me to conduct two services each
Sunday across the Hilltops and The Lee
and ensure there is a service in each of our
churches at least every fortnight. I think
it is important that we have a regular
worshipping presence in our churches
and provide choice and opportunity for
the community to go to church if they
wish. Some people prefer the early service
(allowing them to get on with their day
afterwards), others the later one allowing
a more relaxed morning. The times and
locations, I believe, provide a good spread
of worship opportunities around the
parishes.
The new service times also allow me to
spend some time with the congregation
after the service, rather than having to dash
straight off to conduct a service elsewhere.
In a previous message I wrote about how
important it is for me to be a part of the
community and spend time with those of
whom we are a part.
The core pattern of services which
I’m conducting are, naturally, Parish
Communions and are about an hour in
duration – I am keen to provide something
substantial and hence commit to a sermon
which I hope engages us in what God is
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saying to us. The Breakfast Service at St
Leonards remains a fixture and continues
to be led by the congregation. I hope as
we go on other opportunities for worship
can be incorporated in the schedule – not
necessarily on a Sunday morning or even a
Sunday! I’m keen to explore possibilities.
A significant part of my week is spent
discerning what God is saying to us through
his word and hopefully determining
an engaging way of communicating
it. Someone recently reported to me
that a member of the congregation
had commented that the tone of the
services had changed somewhat and I
was telling jokes! I was taken aback as I
didn’t remember telling any jokes. When
I explored a bit more what they meant
someone commented – ‘Chris, everything
you do is humorous’! Which I took as a
compliment! After all Jesus said, ‘I came
that they may have life, and have it
abundantly’. It is my hope and intention
that our worship is both accessible and
approachable.
As we move into the autumn there are
some occasions which I’d like to highlight,
where we come together to celebrate
and commemorate. The church is always
privileged to host such services as a service
to our community...
Harvest is part of the rhythm of our rural
community and as a church we seek to
provide an opportunity for the community
to come together and give thanks to God
for all his provision at a Harvest Festival
Service. Do come and join us at one of the
Services, which will be family friendly. If you
wish, you are invited to bring harvest gifts
suitable for the Chiltern Food Bank. The
following are currently urgently needed
items: UHT milk, tinned sardines, long life
fruit Juice, sponge puddings, tinned/packet
soup, tinned custard, shampoo.
Sunday 31st October 2021 is a
fifth Sunday in the month where
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traditionally we come together as united
parishes to worship together and invite a
guest speaker to address us on a topical
issue. I’m especially pleased to announce
that we have a speaker from Oxford
Dioceses’ Environment Team lined up to
speak to us on climate change - to link in
with the UN Climate Change Conference
(COP26) which starts in Glasgow that day.
This gives us a really important opportunity
to engage with this issue as a community.
This is also All Souls Sunday – the
day the church commemorates those we
have lost and grieve. This is an especially
important occasion this year as we
remember so many who have died. I’d
also like to give space and opportunity
for the community to come together and
recall all that we have lost in the last 18
months – opportunities, occasions, work,
holidays – that which is dear to us which we
haven’t been able to do. St. Mary’s Church,
Hawridge will be hosting a service in the
evening which provides just such a space
for remembrance.
Looking further ahead we are
starting to put in place arrangements
for Remembrance Sunday on Sunday
14th November 2021. We felt it right that
the remembrance service should rotate
around the Hilltops churches to give each
community the opportunity to gather to
remember those that sacrificed their lives
in the wars from their own community,
reading the names on their own war
memorial. Accordingly, this year’s service is
being hosted at St. Mary’s Church.
With best wishes,
Chris Haywood
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HAWRIDGE

FROM THE REGISTERS

A

HAWRIDGE
Burial
29 July 2021 - Rita Mary Timberlake
Burial of Ashes
31 July 2021 - Richard Alfred Green
ST LEONARDS
Burial
10 September 2021 - Derick Harold Mitchell
Burial of Ashes
10 September 2021 - Stephen Robert Mitchell

CHURCH MATTERS
CHOLESBURY

W

e returned
to regular
worship
in August and in
time to hold our
Patronal Festival for
St Laurence whose
day is 10th August. He was a Deacon in
the church and had responsibility for the
Treasury and supporting the poor of Rome.
Emperor Valerian launched a persecution
against the church in the year 256 and
many were executed, including St Laurence
and the Pope.
The Churches Fete has occupied a lot
of our time, but it was worth it! There
was uncertainty and caution over Covid
and we could not know how the villages
would react. We needn’t have worried as
there was great support with volunteers
from previous years turning out again and
new people coming forward. The Fete
was advertised and our good reputation
from past occasions must have encouraged
visitors who have enjoyed the welcome
from Cholesbury and Hawridge in the past.
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There is a full report elsewhere in Hilltop
News but I must thank everyone for their
time and effort that produced £5,804
takings. Who would have thought that
the profit from the humble bowling would
exceed £100?
Special thanks to Echor – the orchestra
of the Chilterns - who provided a string
quartet to play at the Fete. The Fete would
otherwise have had no music but instead
we listened to beautiful classical and folk
pieces. The quartet was organised by
Roger Hyslop who is advising Echor on
communications and we wish the orchestra
every success in their future programme.
Cholesbury church’s future includes
Harvest which will take place on Sunday
17th October and plans are in preparation
for a post-Lockdown celebration. This is a
shared event with Hawridge, with favourite
Harvest hymns.

ugust will be
remembered as a
miserable month
as far as the weather
was concerned and
sadly Bank Holiday Monday, the day of the
Cholesbury and Hawridge Churches Fete,
was no exception, but although dull at least
it didn’t rain – too much!
This did not reduce attendance and
it was very good to see so many people
participating and enjoying all the activities
provided. The proceeds of the fete are
shared between Cholesbury and Hawridge
Churches and we are most grateful to all
who worked so hard to create such an
enjoyable village occasion as well as raising
much needed funds for the two Churches.
Thank you to all who supported by their
attendance on the day and also to those
who gave time or who made all those
other contributions that are so essential if
an event is to be a success. It is not fair to
highlight any one stall or activity as all are
equally necessary, but the string quartet
playing from Echor Music was a very
different but hugely enjoyable new feature.
As the difficulties imposed by the
pandemic recede into the past (well, our
fingers are most definitely crossed!), we all
hope that the life of our village Churches,
and of course life more generally, will be
restored to something near to their preCovid state. One small example of a return
to normality is that the Churchwardens
of all four parishes will be present at the
Archdeacon’s visitation service in Aylesbury
on 8th October when he is sworn in.

and when life does indeed return to normal
(or perhaps even sooner), we expect that
this pattern will gradually develop and
change, but an established pattern of
worship is the best place from which to
begin that process.
The Harvest Festival service (17th
October), this year, will be at Cholesbury.
St Mary’s will again be holding an All
Souls service for all four parishes at 6pm
on Sunday 31st October. The service on
Remembrance Sunday for the three Hilltop
parishes will be at St Mary’s at 10.30am.
This will be combined with a United Parish
Communion. All are most warmly invited
and will be very welcome at Hawridge for
both All Souls and Remembrance.
On a sad note, as will be seen in ‘From
the Registers’, there were two burials in
July, both having a long-term connection to
the villages.
If you need to make contact, the PCC
can always be contacted through the
Hon Secretary, Tim Watts (758040) or
timwatts178@btinternet.com).

Since services at St Mary’s resumed on
16th May, we have now settled into a fairly
regular pattern, with Holy Communion
celebrated at Hawridge on the first and
third Sundays of the month at 11am (earlier
services are at other Hilltop parishes). As
Hilltop News
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ST LEONARDS

W

e can now look
forward with
a degree
of certainty to
the resumption of
a more normal way of life so
please do note the following dates:
Harvest Festival will be on Sunday 3rd
October at 6pm. Do help us to decorate
the church by contributing any fruit,
vegetables, jams, etc that you can spare!
This will be followed by the traditional
supper in the Village Hall with the auction
of produce at the end. Young families
are particularly welcome and will not be
expected to stay for the Auction because
of school the following day. Help with the
supper would be especially welcomed.
Please contact Lynne Priest (758129) for
further details.

by the time Hilltop News arrives, we will
have enjoyed the September meeting. We
meet again on Wednesday October 27th
and on Wednesday 24th November. We’d
love to see you!
Breakfast too has begun again and
the coffee and bacon smell just as good
as ever! On Sunday 22nd August we met
inside for the first time since the pandemic
began. Mindful of the dire situation in
Afghanistan, Ann Horn spoke movingly
of freedom of the spirit – even in such
dreadful circumstances. Having met again
in September we continue with Sunday
24th October and Sunday 28th November.
We meet for breakfast – pain au
chocolat and fruit juice for the children –
at 9am and then into church at 9.30 for a
simple lay-led service. This is always short,
thought provoking and to the point and
hopefully will set you up for the week
ahead. Do join us!

The Hilltops Remembrance Sunday
Service on 14th November is to be held this
year at Hawridge at 10.30am combined
with a United Parish Service of Communion.
Everyone is most welcome to join in this
important act of Remembrance particularly
at a time when the involvement of our
troops in other countries still continues.
We met for Tea! On Wednesday 25th
August we held our first Hilltop Teas for
many months. It was wonderful to see
old friends and very special to meet some
people who hadn’t been before. We hope
you will continue to come and that others
will be encouraged to join in. We meet on
the fourth Wednesday of every month and
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HILLTOP NEWS NATURE NOTES

A foray for fungi
Autumn is the traditional time of year to go in search of edible mushrooms. There is much
more to fungi than adding some interesting flavours to a meal. We are never very far
from fungi. The 150,000 known species are found in every niche on earth from mountains
to the deepest sea trench, woodlands, in deserts and rainforests, from the Tropics to the
Antarctic, or simply under a rock, in the soil or in a puddle and the extremes of space or on
and inside all animals and plants.

T

ypically, our first encounters are the
sights of mushrooms and toadstools
that appear suddenly in fields and on
woodland trees. Secondly, a characteristic
smell might attract our attention along
a footpath, or the mould on rotten
woodwork or decomposing food. Thirdly,
our taste buds might delight in the like
of the exotic truffle or the well-matured
stilton or simply the refinements of yeasts
used in bread and beer.
Aside from contributing in all sorts of
ways to your diet, they have shared our
bodies forever and their spores are to be
found in every breath you take, or swallow
you make. Our daily life is rife with fungal
encounters: in the alcohol we drink; the
bread, cheese, yoghurt not to mention
the soy sauce in your last Chinese meal.
However, their toxic and deadly poisonous
qualities have had as long a history, be it
involuntarily, for ‘recreational pleasure’
or as an intentional deadly weapon. The
medicines we rely on and miscellaneous
chemicals we voluntarily consume are
the result of mycological synthesis, most
notably antibiotics. However fresh the food
is we eat, fungi are ahead of us starting the
process of decomposition and conversion
into food they need. Industrial processes
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use fungi to produce acids, enzymes,
detergents, dyes and paints.
A vital ecological role Fungi play that
we do not notice, nor give grateful thanks
for, is their activity in the decomposition
of dead animals and plants. Without this
global clean-up the world would otherwise
be so overwhelmed by mile high piles of
biological material it would be too toxic for
us to survive.
Meanwhile, in ways that we do not
notice or yet fully understand, fungi are the
bricks and the cement that bind the living
world together. Sometimes we catch a
glimpse of this infrastructure in the form of
the exquisitely fine fibres of the mycelium
which bind and aerate the soil. In turn this
entanglement of mycelia and substrate
enhances water retention and restricts
the forces of erosion. Fungi are not just
limited to construction. They are called the
‘primary decomposers’ as they kick off the
processing of dead or dying organisms. In
woodland it would be trees or leaf litter, or
in the sea it could be the discarded fronds
from a seaweed forest, or any other organic
detritus that has been discarded from the
living part of the ecosystem.
A highly-regarded current-day
mycological researcher has coined the term
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‘molecular keys’ to denote the enzymes
that give fungi the ability to unlock or
release an unbelievably expansive range
of chemicals that might be unique to
certain plant or animal groups or even
to just one species. For example, beetle
species each have their own particular
carbohydrates and proteins from which
fungi have evolved enzymes so they can
digest all variations. This soup of chemicals
is the powerhouse behind every ecosystem.
Fungi (and bacteria) are the equivalent
of industrial chemical plants churning
the soup and freeing up vital elements
like magnesium, nitrogen, calcium and
phosphorous. In simple terms fungi unlock
‘nutrients’ which are recycled by being fed
back into the ecosystem’s food chain. In this
way Fungi effectively connect through the
food webs with all living things across the
entire ecosystem.
In other ways, fungi exemplify the
dependence on them of all organisms.
Our bodies rely on a surprisingly wide
range of bacterial and fungal communities
which are called our microbiome. Scarily,
microbiologists have computed that at most
only 43 percent of the cell count that make
up our bodies are actually of human origin.
In other words around 60% of the cells are
bacterial and fungal in origin.
I am reminded that, until relatively
recently, fungi were considered a marginal
subset of the kingdom of plants. Even
when I was studying them in the 1970s
it was breaking news when they were
awarded their own kingdom based
on their scale, variety and ecological
importance and were put on a par with
animals, plants and bacteria. More
significantly, the reclassification of fungi
into its own grouping, which is, in part,
based on genetic studies, finds them more
closely related to animals than plants. A
significantly large number of physiological
processes discovered so far in some fungi,
for example the production of Vitamin
D, is no mere coincidence. It points to an
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ancestral alignment of fungi biological
systems with those of animals.
The oldest confirmed fungal fossil is
dated at about 800 million years old.
Evolutionary biologists believe the animal
and fungi evolutionary trees separated
from each other around a billion years ago.
Until 400 million years ago life on earth
was still confined to the oceans. Terrestrial
life was just beginning to populate the
land. It is thought fungi were in the
vanguard of that initial, tentative invasion
from the sea, probably in a symbiotic
relationship with simple plants. Though
now extinct, the descendants of both
algal and fungal parties to the symbiotic
relationship can be found today. Ancestors
of today’s lichens, the ‘prototaxites’ were at
25 feet, the largest living land ‘organisms’:
the ‘trees’ of their day.
Fungi closely interact with plants in all
environments, exchanging nutrients and
transmitting chemical information between
fungal mycelia and plant root systems,
which has been described as a single shared
circulatory and nervous system in one.
Associated with plant roots, the filaments
are called mycorrhizae or ‘fungal roots’
that dissolve and extract minerals from the
soil in exchange for plant sugars produced
by photosynthesis. In woodlands, fungal
networks are not just alongside but actually
inside trees, with their filaments threaded
and woven in and among all the tree stem,
leaf, flower and fruit cells securing and
exchanging nutrients.
As humans we arrogantly see ourselves
sitting above all other animals, consider
plants as there only for our benefit and
pleasure and fungi as largely irrelevant.
Measured in terms of longevity, survival,
adaptability in every ecosystem, fungi could
be measured as scoring highest of them all.
A foray for fungi can be much more than
just a way to gather tasty food.
ChrisBrown@rayshill.com
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Echor is here!
It almost feels unreal to write this, but
Echor Music is finally here! Our inaugural
concert will take place on the 23 October at
‘The Barn’, Ray’s Hill, at 7:30pm.

T

he theme of the night is ‘Nordic
Giants’ where 21 of the best
string players in the country will
transport you to the incredible sound
world of Edvard Grieg and Jean Sibelius.
Having the freedom to curate my own
concert programme from start to finish is
something I rarely get an opportunity to
do on this scale, but I’ve combined some
famous music with lesser- known gems in
an exciting, immersive way. I hope you will
agree! Being from Iceland myself, you can
see I’ve stayed close to my Nordic roots!
After an hour-long string performance
and a guest appearance starring the hugely
talented Echo Vocal Ensemble, we hope you
will stay on to join us for an informal Irish
folk session by some very fun and exciting
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folk musicians, including some of our very
own Echor players. Drinks will also be
available for purchase throughout the event.
It is important for us to make classical
music more approachable to people
who have yet to experience it, as well as
providing existing enthusiasts with fresh
and invigorating performances. So, we
are swapping the forbidding formality
of concert halls for unique and rustic
performance spaces in our countryside.
‘The Barn’ just so happens to have the
most incredible acoustics for string playing
and we can’t wait to bring it to life with
beautiful music.
After a tough and turbulent year
for everyone, music and the arts have
been affected in ways we couldn’t have
imagined. To many, the idea of starting
up an orchestra from scratch during
these times might have seemed ludicrous.
However, over the last few months as our
idea began to take shape, the response
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and excitement from local residents and
musicians has been overwhelming.
Echor is the idea of three friends
who have been making music together
for decades. As violinists, Jonathan
and I have between us been invited to
lead prestigious orchestras such as the
Hallé, Aurora Orchestra, Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic, Britten Sinfonia & Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie Bremen, and
Nicholas is currently conducting an opera in
Luxembourg! We have all been fortunate
enough to have performed in some of the
most celebrated concert halls in the world
and we have taken this experience and
channelled it into our very own orchestra
here in the Chilterns, hoping to make a
lasting impression on our local audience.
Please visit our website to book your
tickets for our inaugural event and,
for more information about us, www.
echormusic.com. Alternatively, you can also
purchase tickets over the counter at The Full
Moon pub in Cholesbury (cash only please).
If you are interested in supporting Echor
Music, becoming a Friend or being involved
in any other way please don’t hesitate to get
in touch, we would love to hear from you.
Looking forward to meeting you all on
the 23 October!

THURSDAY ART
GROUP
Now that the Covid restrictions have
eased the Thursday Art Group, which
meet in Cholesbury Village Hall, wish to
remind people of their activities.
The Group has members who paint
in watercolours, acrylic, pastel and oils.
There are also model-makers and those
who knit and sew. In fact, anything crafty
goes.
If you fancy a change of scenery
and would like to join, whatever your
craft, please come along. Beginners are
welcome. The Group does not have a
tutor, but all help and encourage each
other.
To find out more phone 01494 758662,
or just turn up on a Thursday afternoon,
2 - 4pm, for a warm welcome. Covid safe
always.

Eva Thorarinsdottir & the Echor Team
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Ron How
Ron How, who has died recently at age
95 in Cornwall, was for many years well
known locally as the turkey farmer at
Chessovale Turkey Farm in Chesham Vale.
Ron established many innovations in the
management, nutrition and sale of turkeys
and took an active role in the British Turkey
Federation. Chessovale supplied several
Prime Ministers of the day with their
Christmas turkey on behalf of the British
Turkey Ferderation.

R

on was also well known for his
activities in a number of local
groups such as Chesham Vale Cricket
Club, Chesham Rotary (President 198081), Member and judge of Amersham
Photographic Society, Committee Member
League of Hospital Friends for Amersham
and Chesham, Vintage Car Association,
LabAid, Committee Member Hawridge and
Cholesbury Commons Preservation Society
(1971 -98 and twice Chairman 1974-77 and
1981-84). He was also a keen tennis player
and played well into his eighties.
Ron’s family came to Woodlands Farm in
1943 and Ron worked with his father and
later his daughter, Margaret and son-in-law
Henry Slator as well as his son David (prior
to David joining the RAF) to establish their
pioneering turkey breeding farm. After
many years running a successful business
selling fresh and frozen turkey pieces
throughout the year as well as high quality
whole birds for the Christmas trade, Ron
was forced to sell the business in 1999 when
European regulations and competition from
Supermarkets cut his profits in half. In 2004
Ron wrote his book ‘Christmas to Anytime’
in which he recorded the development of
the turkey industry from pre-World War II
to the present as well as giving his account
of his life in those times.
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Ron with Christine Stott at the 50th
Anniversary celebration of HCCPS
Ron was passionately involved in the
activities of the Hawridge and Cholesbury
Commons Preservation Society. His
knowledge of land management as a
farmer was invaluable at that time and
in the early days, before the Society had
acquired its own tractor, Ron generously
lent the Society his and other equipment.
He stressed that if the Society did not
intervene the grassland on the Commons
would quickly revert to scrub or woodland
in the absence of grazing on the Commons.
Grazing had been in steep decline for many
years and had stopped altogether in the
mid-1960s. He was also committed to trying
to manage the bracken since it posed a
threat to other plant species (and still does)
unless kept under control.
Local people owe a debt of gratitude to
Ron for his efforts to keep the Commons
as diverse as they are today. We were
delighted that he was able to join us in
2017 for the 50th Anniversary Celebrations
of the Society aged 90.
Ron moved in 2018 to be nearer to his
family in Devon. It is hoped that Ron’s ashes
will be interred in Hawridge Churchyard
alongside his wife Brenda, who died of
cancer in 1989.
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Down on the farm
What a difference there’s been between
the years 2020 and 2021. 2020 was one of
the best Springs and early Summers that
I’ve ever known weatherwise, followed by
a 2021 Spring which brought one of the
coldest and driest Aprils on record, to be
followed by a wet and warm May. This at
least made the grass and crops catch up
with their growth, although the lack of
sunshine this Summer has kept everything
late in developing.

T

wo wet Autumns of 2019 and 2020
both saw close to 4 inches of rain at
the end of each September which
meant that here we didn’t get any Autumn
drilled crops in the ground and all the land
was Spring-planted with Spring Barley and
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Naked Oats.
This Spring we also planted Canary Seed
(see photograph). Quite a few people have
noticed this crop and questioned what it
is. Some thought it was quinoa and others
sorghum. It is grown for bird seed mixtures
and if the yield is good it can be quite
profitable. As of 9th September, it is still
waiting to be combined because of the
cool Summer and catchy weather. There has
been a noticeable lack of canaries but it is a
long flight from the Canary Islands!
Naked Oats have very little husk, which
naturally threshes free during harvesting.
The oats are easily digestible and go for
the health food market and for animal
nutrition feed. Last year’s crop all went to
Somerset for dog food and there is a big
market for them for chicken feed.
If it makes the grade Spring Barley goes
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for malting; it has to be clean and bright
and able to germinate, otherwise it all
goes for animal feed. The closure of pubs
during lockdown, which generally reduced
beer consumption, meant that there was
less demand for malting barley. In the past,
barley grown on this farm has gone to be
malted by the maltsters in East Anglia and
then put into containers and shipped out to
Japan for beer-making over there.
Hopefully this Autumn we can get our
bread-making wheat sown for harvest next
year and delivery to Heygates at Tring. An
increasing problem is the number of roe
deer: they are breeding in phenomenal
numbers and causing crop damage. As
many as 16 have been counted in one field.
The muntjac is smaller and more solitary
and does relatively little damage.
Ten or twelve years ago walking on a
farm at Longwick I spotted what I thought
was a very large carrion crow. It was in
fact a raven which had apparently been
hand-reared. It was the first time I had seen
one apart from at the Tower of London.
A couple of years ago there was a strange
noise here, “wark, wark”, which I couldn’t
identify immediately but turned out to be a
raven. They are now a permanent sight and
sound in this area and they have nested
here. They tried to see off our local nesting
kites but the kites won the battle!
Nigel Blomfield
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Autumn pub news

distinctly Mediterranean. Mandy and the
team are looking for ideas to introduce
additional, attractive vegetarian options
when the autumn menu takes effect.
They are working on ideas for special
events to liven things up. There has already
been a highly successful paella day in
August. Thoughts are turning to Halloween
and Bonfire Night (without fireworks out of
consideration for sensitive animals).

For the first time in 18 months, we are seeing
signs that the Hilltop pubs are trying to
formulate plans going forward. Whilst the
summer weather offered some respite to
crowding indoors, more inclement weather in
the autumn and winter may put the pressure
back on for more indoor service. Chronic
temporising on decisions by government could
result in more draconian restrictions being
imposed in October.

B

eginning with the lock down and
continuing ever since, the Old Swan
kitchen has been closed. There have
been a series of visits by various food vans
to try to attract customers who would
stay for drinks. Since some of those vans
cancelled at short notice, the service got a
sceptical reputation.
Jess says that opening times will
continue to be limited to evenings and
weekend days. The kitchen will reopen
at the beginning of October on Friday
through Sunday for the coming months.
A new chef, Sergio, has created a pubstyle menu with Italian specialities to be
featured. Along with this, Jess hopes to
offer Sunday roasts. Beginning early next
year, the aspiration is to employ a full-time
chef and try to recover normality.
At the Black Horse, Lisa says “like
many other businesses, we are continuing
tentatively into the Autumn and navigating
the ‘new normal’”. Opening days will
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remain limited to Thursday through to
Sunday. Bookings are already being taken
for the Christmas season. An appealing new
Autumn menu has been launched.
Thursday quiz nights will return in
October, so keep an eye on social media
for details. Lisa reminds us that the Barn
and Secret Garden are available for hire for
private parties and functions. These would
provide a private venue for long awaited
gatherings for family and friends.

The Full Moon is trying its best to be
normal in these trying times. Although
some people object when a dish they
particularly liked goes off the menu,
Hannah has found that more people like
the variety that comes with having a menu
change every month. The morning coffee
with baps, etc. will continue six days a week
Tuesday through to Sunday – still closing on
Monday. Introducing a Wine of the Month
has sparked interest. As an example, the
one featured in October will be a white
California Pinot Noir.

A Halloween Party will be on Saturday
30 October with music by The Subway
Rockets. The dress code is fancy or spooky.
The following Saturday, 6 November, will be
a Bonfire celebration featuring Philip’s OTT
fireworks and a barbeque. If the weather
is foul, the walls of the marquee will be
furled up, so folks can take shelter and still
see the fireworks.
A random happy hour is coming soon.
When a particular tune comes on the
sound system, you will have three and
a half minutes to order drinks to get
a pound off each one. Since Hannah
struggled to describe the game in words,
our interpretations are a combination of
Russian roulette and reverse musical chairs!
Since the pub remains short of adult
staff, there are opportunities to join the
Full Moon team as full time and part time
help. Although the pub is seeking those
with hospitality experience, it will extend
training to other suitable applicants.
Bill Ingram

The White Lion roared back into our lives
with considerable style in July after a sevenyear slumber. Both the interior trading
area and the garden have been expanded
and refurbished. James, acting as front of
house, and Carlos as head chef, have been
recruited from Origins in Great Missenden
to form the heart of the team. Mandy acts
as a hostess more than as a traditional pub
landlady.
There are three real ales, several lagers
and a cider on tap at the bar. The cuisine is
Hilltop News
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CURVACEOUS COOK
V

V V

Aubergine Alla Marinara
I know a lot of people who have grown aubergines very successfully for the first time this year, and they
are probably now wondering what to do with them all. In my experience they take a long time to grow to a
decent size, but they do go woody if left too late into the autumn.
They are good bottled in olive oil, with some chillis, garlic and oregano, but I find them a bit oily, and
prefer to eat them whilst I can.
This recipe is taken from Festa Italiana by my friend Letizia Mattiacci. She suggests enough for four as a
light meal or starter.

100 Club
winners

4 aubergines, which should bounce back when you press them – if no give,
too unripe, if too much give, overripe and seedy

Cholesbury Village Hall

250g mozarellla, thinly sliced and as fresh as possible
3-4 anchovy fillets in olive oil
1½ tsp dried oregano
2 finely minced garlic cloves
14 oz can of tomatoes, crushed
Handful fresh basil leaves
Extra virgin olive oil
Salt and pepper

August 2021
£25 Guy Williams, St Leonards,
£15 Lola Foley, Cholesbury
£10 Anne Byrne, Cholesbury
September 2021
£50 Margaret Cox, Hawridge,
£25 Joan Ingram, St Leonards
£15 Ben Lewis, Cholesbury

Preheat oven to 200
Cut washed aubergines in half lengthways and remove the stalk end.
Using a sharp knife, cut diamonds almost to the skin of each. At this point salt upside down for a couple of
hours, but I don’t find the modern or home-grown aubergines need the bitterness taken out. Up to you.
Place on baking sheet, or dish, cut side up, brush with olive oil and sprinkle lightly with oregano, salt and
pepper. Roast for 35-40 minutes until the flesh is lightly browned and soft.
Meanwhile, over a low heat, saute the finely minced garlic in 1 tbs olive oil, until fragrant for 30-60 seconds.
Add crushed tomatoes, basil, sprinkle of salt and black pepper.
Cover and simmer for 10 minutes until slightly thickened.
When the aubergines are ready, spread the tomato sauce over the cut side, top with mozarella slices, basil
leaves, 2-3 tiny pieces of chopped anchovy per aubergine, and season with salt and pepper.
Bake 5-10 minutes until the mozarella is melted - make sure it doesn’t burn as in my experience,
this happens very quickly!
Serve warm or at room temperature with crusty bread.
The flavour deepens by not eating straight from the oven.
You can do everything up to the last baking ahead of time, and they warm up very well the next day.
I would love any of your favourite recipes for what to do with the courgette glut that we all seem to get. It
has been a hot topic this year with so many more people growing them.
Lulu Stephen: bellingdonm@hotmail.com

For membership, please contact
Brigid Farmer on 758715, or email
jandb.farmer@btinternet.com

St Leonards Parish Hall
July 2021
£50 Carol Walsh, St Leonards
£15 Tabitha Conn, Buckland Common
£15 Bill Ingram, St Leonards
For membership, please contact
Richard Leat on leatrj@yahoo.co.uk
or 01494 758784.
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Rita Mary Timberlake

R

ita was a ‘Chesham Girl’ through
and through. The youngest of five
children, Rita was born in 1933 to
Jack and May Green, and had many happy
memories of playing with her sisters and
brothers as she grew up. However, life was
not easy and Rita recalls never seeing her
mother eat with the family – there was
simply not enough food for everyone and
her mother literally ate what was left…
later. Rita’s father returned from the war
with trench foot from which he suffered for
the rest of his life. A very proud man who
never complained but it must have affected
the entire family.
Rita excelled at school, winning a
scholarship to Dr Challoner’s Grammar
School before leaving to work in an office
environment – Beechy Bucks Products Ltd
and Agricultural Central Trading being two
of her posts – before meeting and marrying
John when she was just 21. John was the
love of her life and Rita often described
him as her ‘best friend’.
It was of great sadness to Rita and John
that they never had children. Rita would
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say that they had dogs instead. A series
of border collies were an important part
of their lives and when they moved to
Holly View in the Vale the open fields and
woods gave both them and the dog much
pleasure!
Rita was co-ordinator for the WRVS
working on behalf of Social Services to
deliver Meals on Wheels. She sometimes
did the deliveries herself from a box on
the back of her scooter. It was this same
scooter which took her every Sunday to
Hawridge Church where she served on the
PCC for many years. However, after John’s
death and due to increasing ill-health she
moved first to Cromwell House in Chesham
and finally to The Croft Care Home in
Amersham from where she returned to her
roots and attended the Broadway Baptist
Church. Her time at The Croft was a happy
one and she was extremely well cared for.
Rita and John had a lot of friends
and were very active in the Bowls Club,
Camping & Caravanning Club, Chesham
Older Person Action Group and the
Chesham and District Natural History
Society to name but a few. Rita won some
national prizes for her photography and
more locally, prizes in the Gardening Club.
She and John were keen gardeners and for
many years grew all their own vegetables.
They were inveterate travellers and
went all over Scotland, Wales and England
– initially with John on his motor bike and
Rita plus the dog in the side car! They
eventually bought a motor home which
afforded them great independence.
Rita believed strongly in contributing to
life in Chesham and even in retirement, she
worked for a charity shop in the town.
Being somewhat opinionated, she was
not always the easiest of characters to
deal with, but Rita made friends wherever
she went and she will be remembered
particularly in Chesham for her work for
the town she loved so much.
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Hilltop News

We welcome all news, letters and articles
which are of general interest and relevance
to the Hilltop Villages. Material for
inclusion in the December/January edition
should be sent to Graham Lincoln or
Anne Butterworth (Church Matters) by 10
November latest. Please note that photos
sent online must be at least 2,500 x 1,750
pixels in size.

Editor
Graham Lincoln 758449
grahamlnc@aol.com
Co-ordinator/Church Matters
Anne Butterworth 758700
anne@churchcottage.uk
Advertising
Ann Horn 758250
annhorn272@gmail.com
Design & Production
Michael Spark 758882
info@michaelspark.com
Distribution
Rosemary Pearce 758334
Printing
Orbit Press, Chesham 01494 778053
info@orbitpress.co.uk
Hilltop News is entirely non-profit making
and is funded by advertising.
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